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2014 talent emerging 
Scotland’s Gold4Glasgow initiative designed to unearth talented 
athletes to compete at the 2014 Commonwealth Games for the 
host nation is gaining pace with both cycling and triathlon holding 
talent search events. The process has discovered a number of 
hidden gems and Sportscotland’s talent manager, Tony Stanger, 
has been impressed: “The level of talent evident in previous 
Gold4Glasgow events has been extraordinary. A number of 
participants have had no previous experience of competitive 
sports, making their commitment and passion particularly 
impressive.” Quite what implications this has for the long-term 
athlete development model and the time and energy spent 
building progression pathways into national governing body 
development plans is moot.  
 
Strategic partnership to lure students out of doors 
Outdoor clothing specialist, Merrell, and Garmin, who sell satellite 
navigation devices [and sponsor Tour de France teams. Ed] have 
appointed a team of student ambassadors to inspire their peers 
to Get Outside. The new student partnership campaign follows on 
from Merrell’s successful It’s Out There campaign which uses 
“geocaching”, a GPS-led treasure hunt, to get people into the 
outdoors.  
 
Lakes protected by local plan 
Faced by challenging issues such as increasing traffic volume 
and seasonal congestion, the erosion of tranquillity and local 
distinctiveness, and the lack of both diverse employment 
opportunities and affordable housing, the Lake District National 
Park Authority has come up with a local development framework 
core strategy which spatial planning and communities team 
leader Chris Warren has hailed as being “a shift away from 
prescriptive policies [so] now we can work better with everyone to 
manage development proactively”.  
 
Read all about it, shock 
This month’s award for stating the bleeding obvious goes to the 
Osaka International and Kobe universities’ research scientists 
who have “discovered” that men sweat more readily than women. 
The only surprising thing about this announcement is that any of 
our colleagues in the sport and leisure magazine market even 
bothered to carry it as “news”. Delhi delight for GLL athletes 
Successful Commonwealth Games athletes have thanked the 
GLL Sport Foundation for its support in the lead up to Delhi. With 
a haul of four medals the London social enterprise has every 
reason to be proud of their programme which helps 800 athletes, 
of which 13 went to India as part of the England team. Barnet 
sprinter Abi Oyepitan, who took silver medal in the 200 metres 
and gold in the 4x100m relay, said: “Winning both gold and silver 

 
UNDER A BARREL: Michael Palin was 
on hand in his position as patron of the 
Friends of Marshall Street Baths to take 
care of the official opening of the newly 
refurbished pool in London's West End. 
The pool has been the subject of many 
plaudits for its sensitive treatment of the 
building's historic fabric, not least by 
The Leisure Review which reported on 
the facility in the October 2010 issue. 
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at the Games is still sinking in. The support I received from the 
GLL Sport Foundation early on in the year was invaluable and 
allowed me to be able to fund part of my warm-weather training in 
May to Florida.”  
 
Storm in a tea bar 
Edinburgh Rugby has angered its own supporters by closing 
down the Presidents Suite which functioned as a “clubhouse 
facility” at the Murrayfield stadium and robbing season ticket 
holders of a “popular social hub”. Edinburgh chief executive Craig 
Docherty expressed some concern for the disenfranchised 
alickadoos who regularly used the matchday facility but explained 
that after extensive refurbishment, “the intention is to exploit the 
space available to attract external bookings and generate 
revenue that can be reinvested in the game in Scotland.” With 
Edinburgh’s average gate falling by 1,000 this season the 
decision to refund season ticket prices and watch the committed 
rugby supporter walk away seems cavalier. 
 
What’s my sky-line; a fun quiz for architects 
A template for progress in the aftermath of the bonfire of the 
quangos is being provided in the realm architecture where 
funding for the Commission for Architecture and the Built 
Environment (CABE) has been axed. The commission had been 
used to, among other things, arbitrate Britain's most significant 
and sensitive planning applications. According to our sources, the 
first non-non governmental body to throw its hat into the ring as a 
replacement is a charity called the Prince's Foundation for the 
Built Environment. The eponymous proto-monarch is of course 
one C. Windsor who, leading modernist architects fear, may use 
the charity to further his preference for traditional styles of 
architecture.  
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